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Latitude and Longitude. Latitude is a measure of how far a given point on the face of
the earth is either north or south of a reference, in this case, the Equator. Longitude is a
measure of how far the point is either east or west of a different reference, namely a line
running from the North Pole to the South Pole and through Greenwich, England (which
line is called the “Prime Meridian”). Unfortunately, the construct of latitude and the con-
struct of longitude are different, in ways that matter. For a more complete explanation,
see Appendix 1 at the end of this paper.

For the present, you make take the following to be gospel:

 The range of latitude is from 0° (at the Equator) to 90°N (at the North
Pole) and to 90°S (at the South Pole.)

 Longitude runs from 0° (at the Prime Meridian) to 180°E or 180°W.

 One minute of latitude equals one nautical mile, anywhere.

 One minute of longitude equals a varying distance, depending on the lati-
tude at which it is measured—it is one nautical mile at the Equator and
zero at the Poles. (Anywhere in New England, one minute of longitude
may be approximated at three-quarters of a nautical mile.)

One important (and, alas, often uncomprehended) point about expressing latitude and
longitude. Both units resemble angles. As such, they could be depicted as degrees and
decimal degrees (e.g., 41.5°N by 71.9°W) (sometimes called “DDdd” format). Or they
could be depicted as degrees, minutes and decimal minutes (e.g., 41°-30.500' by 71°-
54.500'W) (sometimes called “DDMMmm” format). Or they could be depicted as de-
grees, minutes and seconds (e.g., 41°-31'-30" by 70°-54'-28") (sometimes depicted as
“DMS” format).

In theory any position can be expressed in any format, so what does it matter?
Well, two reasons. The first, and more important, is that the format may be unstated and
ambiguous, particular when read over the air on the radio. If someone says in a panicky
voice, “I’m sinking at 41 37 295,” does this mean 41°-37.295' or 41°-37'-29.5"? It could
make a difference. According to a recent article published by TowBoat US, format error
in verbal expression of latitude and longitude is their biggest problem (with occasionally
fatal results).

The second problem is that one of the formats (DDMMmm) is clearly preferable
because it enables us to do distance calculations in our head (as shall appear momentar-
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ily).1 Your chartplotter will give you the option to express latitude and longitude in any
of the formats; be sure to know which one you wish to use and program it accordingly.

And, should you ever be in need of reading out your position, be sure that your
enunciation makes the format you’re using clear. For example:

 “My position is forty-one degrees, thirty-seven decimal four four five
minutes.” Or

 “My position is forty-one, tac thirty-seven, decimal four four five.”

Nautical Mile. On land, we use the unit “miles” to represent distance (or to tell us how
far we have driven since the last car service). Technically, the unit we use in the United
States is the “Statute Mile.” The Statute Mile is defined to be exactly 5,280 feet.
Whether this distance represents anything found in nature or history is debated—and ir-
relevant. At sea, we use a different unit, the Nautical Mile (abbreviated “n. mi.”).

As a sufficient approximation, you make take a Nautical Mile to be 6,000 feet, or
2,000 yards (a tad longer than the Statute Mile on land). In fact, there are a host of dif-
ferent values debated and defended, ranging from about 6,077 feet to about 6,083 feet.
You may safely ignore this debate.

Unlike the definition of a Statute Mile, which is essentially arbitrary, the defini-
tion of a Nautical Mile does have a natural reference, in fact one that is quite useful. A
Nautical Mile is taken to be the distance represented by a change of one minute (one six-
tieth of a degree) of latitude. And this relationship (1' Lat = 1 n. mi.) is true anywhere on
the surface of the earth.

As noted above, the relationship between longitude and nautical miles is more
complicated. See Appendix 1.

OK, how is all of this useful in the real world? Well, consider this: you are
moored up in Cuttyhunk (which you know to be about 41°-25'N by 70°-55'W), and you
are waiting for the arrival of Cocktail Hour (or, perhaps, Dale Lynch, the perennially jo-
vial mooring fee collector). Now, you hear on the radio some incident, with a position
given as “41-26 by 71-08.” In your head, you can figure that whatever is going on is 1
minute of latitude—i.e., 1 n. mi.—north of you, and 13 minutes of longitude—i.e., about
8 n. mi.—west of you. Aha! That’s just about equal to the Sakonnet River “SR” buoy!
Bingo, and all without getting out a chart or a calculator or turning on an instrument, any
of which might interfere with Cocktail Hour (or paying the mooring fee). Neato.

And, to close out this section, let’s take another example of real world handiness.
Let’s say you are navigating to a point in the fog, and your chartplotter (or other instru-

1 Why the Coast Guard insists on describing ATON locations in the Local Notices in DMS format
eludes me. Everyone knows that if a buoy is moved north 0.100' in latitude, that’s 200 yards. Can you tell
me how far 14.8" of latitude is without a pencil or calculator? (493.33 yards.)
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ment) tells you the point is several miles (n. mi., that is) away. OK, we can relax. But a
bit later we get close to the point in question, so we now have to start paying attention.
Say the instrument says the remaining distance is 0.326 n. mi. away. Well, one n. mi.
equals 2,000 yards, so 0.326 n. mi. equals 652 yards. Bingo: so long as the distance is
less than 1.0 n. mi., just take the three digits to the right of the decimal point, double it,
and that is the remaining distance in yards. Handy.

Raster and Vector. These terms refer to the two different ways in which chart informa-
tion can be formatted for use on a chartplotter. A raster chart is simply an image that du-
plicates what is shown on a printed chart; it looks exactly like what you might buy at the
chart store, except that it shows up on your screen. A vector chart is a file of information
that someone has taken from the government charts and converted.

In theory, both raster charts and vector charts will have the same information. In
reality, that may not always be so. Since the raster chart was prepared essentially by
scanning the paper chart, its fidelity should be perfect, while the process by which vector
charts are compiled carries with it the potential for errors introduced by the person(s) do-
ing the conversion.

Each format has pros and cons with respect to the user interface. The vector chart
carries its data in “layers,” and the user can turn off a layer that isn’t needed (for instance,
depth soundings when you’re in open water) to reduce clutter. Likewise, the vector chart
will resize text labels as you zoom in or out. On the other hand, both types of charts re-
quire periodic updating, and the process (and cost) of updating vector charts can be an
issue. Raster charts are free from the NOAA, and they are frequently updated.

If you are using a dedicated chartplotter, this discussion may be irrelevant; you
will be locked into whatever supplier of charts the manufacturer of your machine has se-
lected, usually some form of vector charts. If you are using a laptop as a chartplotter, you
usually can use whichever you like (or, with some packages, both). For present purposes,
it suffices to observe that one should be aware of the difference between the two formats
and know what type your machine is using.2

Zoom, Pan, Center on Boat and Follow Boat. Much of what is discussed in these notes
applies to marine navigation whether we are using a chartplotter or a paper chart. The
four terms (and concepts) in this section are unique to using a chartplotter versus using a
paper chart.

When we look at a paper chart, we see whatever is on the paper. If we’re looking
at a small scale chart (“small scale” = larger area shown on given paper size; less detail)
and need more detail, we put it away and take out a larger scale chart (“large scale” =
smaller area shown on a given paper size; more detail). And whatever the scale, to see
different parts of the paper chart, we just move our eyes.

2 A picture being worth 1,000 words, take a look at Appendix 2 for vector and raster images of the
same area.
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While similar issues apply, our approach to them has to be different when work-
ing with a chartplotter, primarily because the chartplotter screen is small and more con-
fined than a paper chart.

“Panning” means moving the viewable window of the screen right, left, up or
down over the chart, in order to see parts that are off the screen until we do. Depending
on the type of chartplotter we’re using, panning is accomplished by using a set of arrow
keys on the device, or the arrow keys on the computer, or maybe the mouse.

“Zooming” can mean either of two things. One: if we stay on the same chart but
want to make it bigger (perhaps to read a small label or to get a better idea of the distance
between two points that are close to one another) we can zoom in—but if we want to
“back out” some (perhaps so as to include both our boat and some more distant object on
the same screen), we zoom out. Two: because there are limits to how far we can zoom in
or zoom out on the same chart, we may have to switch to a chart of larger or smaller
scale.

Once again, chartplotters and chartplotter software packages may differ on how
we zoom (often a “+” or “-“ key) and how we select a larger or smaller scale chart.

By default, chartplotters will draw a section of the chart with our boat drawn on
the chart in the middle of the screen. When we pan, we may move far enough that our
boat is no longer on the screen, which is fine for examining whatever it is we panned to
see, but once we’re done we want to go back to showing our boat in the middle. All
chartplotters will have a function to revert the display to own boat in the middle, you just
have to learn what to do with your particular chartplotter.

Finally, since we are sailing, our objective is that our boat is moving (otherwise,
who would need a chartplotter?), and it would be sort of a pain if our chartplotter allowed
our moving boat to move completely off the portion of the chart showing on the screen.
Most chartplotters will have a function to cause the chartplotter continuously or periodi-
cally to redraw the on-screen portion so as to keep our boat in view. This is often labeled
“Follow Boat” or “Moving Map” or something akin.

Finally: you’re sailing along, with your chartplotter happily in “Follow Boat”
mode. Then you pan away to see something else, and now you’re through with the pur-
pose of the pan. What happens? Well, some chartplotters simply cancel “Follow Boat”
when panning has been implemented, and it is up to you to click or push the button to
restart “Follow Boat.” Other chartplotters will automatically jump back to “Follow Boat”
once pan has been run for a while, at least if a route is active. (I happen to find this op-
tion quite annoying.) As with other features, you have to learn how your machine works
and get comfortable with it.

Waypoint. Electronic navigation centers around “waypoints,” but exactly what is a
“waypoint?” A waypoint is a theoretical position on the surface of the earth, usually—
and for present purposes, always—described in terms of its “coordinates,” i.e., its latitude
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and longitude. A waypoint may have a geographic significance, such as a buoy or a rock
(though, in the real world, it is better to define a waypoint as some distance from either a
buoy or a rock, given our natural tendency to sail toward the waypoint, and usually our
voyage will be happier if we don’t hit either the buoy or the rock). Alternatively, a way-
point could be entirely arbitrary (such as the turning point so as to stay out of the fish trap
areas on the trek from Cuttyhunk to the Brenton Reef buoy on the way to Newport).

Waypoints are important because the bottom line of electronic navigation, by a
chartplotter or other device, is sailing from one waypoint to another.

How do we come up with waypoints? Well, some sources (such as the BBA
ChartKit chart books and some textual cruising guides) may give us some waypoints in
Lat/Lon. (Prudence suggests plotting “third-party” waypoints, since a typo can be hard
on the bottom.) Or you may come up with your own, either by scaling on a paper chart
or by panning the cursor on your chartplotter to a point of interest and then reading its
coordinates from the display. However obtained, once you’ve gathered a waypoint that
will be useful in the future, it should be stored in the machine’s memory under some
name you’ll recognize later.

To get you started, here are two waypoints we use all the time:

“NB 4 + 5” is the midpoint between the two buoys at the start of the New
Bedford entrance channel at Mosher’s Ledge, and the coordinates are 41°-
33.5617'N by 70°-51.8109'W.

“Nr WH 13” is a couple of hundred yards short of the “13” buoy marking
the entrance to Woods Hole Passage from the west, and the coordinates
are 41°-31.6797'N by 70°-41.9660'W.

Leg. A “leg” is simply that portion of a journey that runs from one waypoint to a second
waypoint, where the “start” waypoint may be the location of the boat when the leg was
created. A simple leg can be created and implemented using a chartplotter by going to
your chartplotter’s waypoint memory, selecting the desired destination waypoint, and in-
voking a function like “Go To Waypoint” or however such a function is denoted on your
machine. The chartplotter at this point should draw a line between your present location
and the selected destination—and it is prudent to examine this line to be sure it doesn’t
pass over land or some other immovable object. At this point, your chartplotter will usu-
ally open a new window showing numerical values of such things as “COG,” “SOG,”
“Range” and “Bearing,” all of which are defined in a bit.

One disadvantage of a simple one-leg voyage is that it will always be a straight
line. A second disadvantage is that you have to go through the manual selection each
time you use this leg, bearing in mind that each time you re-do a repetitive function, you
invite a fresh operator error. A more efficient way of implementing navigation from one
point to a destination is via “routes.”
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Route. A “route” is simply a series of pre-stored waypoints that string together to form a
series of legs. For instance, a route from Fairhaven to Cuttyhunk would consist of a first
waypoint at the center of the gate in the New Bedford Hurricane Fence, followed by a
handful of waypoints centered between the pairs of lighted buoys down the New Bedford
Entrance Channel as far as Mosher’s Ledge, then a waypoint between the “1E” can and
“2E” nun off Gull Island, and finally a waypoint a couple of hundred yards short of the
“6” Bell outside of the breakwater at the entrance channel to Cuttyhunk Pond.

The process for defining a route varies from machine to machine: sometimes you
select a sequence of pre-stored waypoints from a list, while sometimes you select them
by moving to the cursor from pre-stored waypoint to pre-stored waypoint. However
done, once you have defined the route, you give it a name and store it in the chartplotter’s
memory, where it can be quickly retrieved and implemented whenever desired. More-
over, once you have properly vetted your route, you know that it will always be the same.

Caution! Here’s a quirk of some machines to be recognized and dealt with:
whenever you activate a route the first waypoint of which is somewhere other than the
boat’s present position, what does the machine do? Some machines will start with guid-
ing you to the first waypoint, effectively creating a new, temporary leg from “here” to the
first waypoint. Other machines pretty much ignore the first waypoint and start guiding
you to the second one. Obviously to us (but apparently not obvious to the designers of
some chartplotters, in particular many Garmins), the former approach is preferable, but
for present purposes you can live with either so long as you understand the difference and
know how your machine works.

Once again: the first time you define a route, and the machine has drawn a series
of lines on the chart representing the route you’ve defined, it is a sound idea to inspect the
route carefully to be sure that all legs remain well into safe, navigable water. The books
are full of cases where impatient navigators (using the term “navigator” loosely) have
slavishly followed hastily created routes right into danger.

Anyhow, once you have invoked (or, in the lingo often used by chartplotters, “ac-
tivated”) a route, two things usually happen. First, the machine will draw the activated
route on the chart and show an icon for the position of the boat as it traverses the route.
Second, the chartplotter will usually open some sort of a window showing the ever-
changing numerical values of a number of parameters denoted by possibly unfamiliar ac-
ronyms. Here is a screen shot of what activating a route looks like in a PC-based chart-
plotter program called “OpenCPN:” 3

3 For those who might be interested, the OpenCPN laptop chartplotter software is “freeware,” and
can be downloaded at no cost from www.opencpn.org. It will run on Windows XP (SP3), 7, 8 and 8.1 and
on Apple OSX. It will work with either vector or raster charts downloaded (also for free) from NOAA, and
it will accept AIS sentences for overlay of AIS targets on the chart. Notable amongst AIS-capable software
packages, OpenCPN has no trouble displaying “Class B” AIS targets, and singularly (so far as I am aware)
amongst such packages, it will accept multiple simultaneous serial inputs (critical for those whose AIS
transponders will export AIS data but not also GPS data, requiring a separate input for GPS data). So far,
the only “con” I’ve observed about OpenCPN is its stubborn insistence on displaying bearings in “true,”
but I’m hopeful that one day we’ll see an option for “magnetic” bearings.
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In this depiction, the icon representing the boat is still at the dock at Fairhaven Shipyard.
The activated route is to Newport, and the first waypoint (indicated by the red circle with
the yellow center, which is flashing in the program though you can’t see that in print) is
the center of the gate in the Hurricane Fence. (The balance of the legs constituting this
route are off screen.) Along the bottom of the screen are values for COG and SOG
(which are undefined at the moment because we are not moving). In the box in the upper
right hand corner are values for XTE, BRG, VMG, RNG and TTG. Note that BRG and
RNG point to the Hurricane Fence gate, Waypoint #1.4

Now, while chartplotters wow us by drawing pictures, as often as not it is the nu-
merical parameters that are more useful in the real world. Read on.

Heading. Strictly speaking, “heading” means the direction in which the bow of the boat
is pointing at any given time. In theory, if your compass says 000, the bow is pointing
north; if it is 180, the bow is pointing south. Unfortunately, there are some complica-
tions.

4 Those with sharp eyes my observe that there are two sets on “Range” and “Bearing” data on this
screen. One (in the box in the upper right hand corner) shows 0.33 nm @ 185°T. The other (on the bottom
of the screen) shows 0.23 nm @ 179°T. Huh? What is the difference?

Answer: the Range and Bearing in the box is range and bearing to the next waypoint, while the
Range and Bearing on the bottom of the screen is range and bearing to the chartplotter’s cursor. How
would you know? Apart from context (i.e., the box is labeled “This Leg,” and the numbers on the bottom
will change obviously as you move the cursor around the screen), you would know this from reading the
manual for the chartplotter and playing around with it long enough to become familiar. Which illustrates
the point that all chartplotters are different in ways that may be small in appearance but are potentially huge
in implication.
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First, a compass’s “north” isn’t actually the geodetic North Pole. The compasses
found in recreational sailboats are “magnetic compasses,” and “north” on a magnetic
compass actually points to the northern confluence of lines of magnetic flux that are a
natural phenomenon of the way our earth is constructed. The problem is that “magnetic
north” is located some distance away from “true north.” Worse, “magnetic north” has the
wanderlust, and the difference between it and “true north” is ever changing. We call this
“declination” or “variation,” and the value for declination at any point at any time is usu-
ally printed on a chart. (For instance, if you look at the current version of Chart 13218
and find the compass rose printed in the chart, you will see the legend: “VAR 15°00'W
(2009) Annual Decrease 4'”) For Buzzards Bay, you may take 15°W as a close-enough
approximation of magnetic deviation. This means that when your compass is pointing to
“180” (which is “180M”), the bow is actually pointing to 195° relative to true north, or
“195°T.” Makes a difference.

Now, if you were to plot a leg on a chart and the line was exactly horizontal, it
would be pointing either due east or due west, or 090°T or 270°T. To sail this line, you
would want to point the boat (at least in theory) 105°M or 285°M. But what course to
steer will your chartplotter show?

Happily, most chartplotters will give you a programming (or “setup”) option to
pick true or magnetic north. Some devices (or software packages), mainly those that are
Eurocentric, fixate on true headings, and you have to get good at adding or subtracting 15
in your head. So long as one understands what is going on, declination and the difference
between true north and magnetic north is something we can live with.5

Second, most compasses on most small boats are inaccurate, even as to magnetic
north. The reasons include improper or incomplete installation, and the effect of signifi-
cant masses of metal on the boat, the relationship of which to magnetic north changes
with each change of the boat’s physical heading. We call this deviation. A properly cali-
brated compass will reduce deviation to a minimum and produce a deviation card show-
ing the correction required for the major ordinals. In real life, most of us discern, even if
unconsciously, the deviation in our compasses and make some gross adjustment for it.

But there are other reasons, in some cases more immediate because they are not
constant (like declination and deviation), why pointing your boat in the direction your
chartplotter indicates won’t get you where you want to go. Read on.

Range. “Range” as indicated on a chartplotter means the remaining distance between the
boat and the next waypoint. It may be labeled as “Range” (or an abbreviation) or “Dis-

5 When, you might ask, would one ever want to use truth north over magnetic north? Well, larger
vessels tend to use something called gyro compasses instead of magnetic compasses. Gyro compasses,
properly maintained, always point to true north and are not affected by local conditions (such as all the
metal in the big ship). The downside of gyro compasses is that they take a lot of power (to keep the gyro-
scope’s wheel turning) and are sometimes noisy. In the past, gyro compasses were subject to temporary
errors induced by high speed course changes; more modern ones use GPS to take this error out. Oh, and
gyro compasses are very expensive.
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tance” (or an abbreviation). The only potential complication here is that the machine
may be showing you the remaining distance either to the next waypoint or the remaining
distance to the end of the route (i.e., to the last waypoint in the route). Some give you a
choice; some show both. Once you learn your machine, however, no problem.

Bearing. In theory, “Bearing” (however denoted) is the direction (either magnetic or
true) from the boat to the next waypoint, i.e., the end of the current leg. Once you’ve cor-
rected for declination and deviation, in theory if you point your boat in the direction of
“Bearing,” you will be steering a straight line to the next waypoint.

The problem is that, unless you are driving a motorized vessel on a perfectly calm
day at exactly slack water, a boat never goes where it is pointed. Two factors dominate
why this is so.

One: Unlike a car, which is physically attached to an unmoving road, a boat
moves through, and is “attached” to, the water—and most of the time in most of the
places we’re going to sail, the water is moving. We call this “current,” and it has two pa-
rameters:

Drift is the speed at which the water is moving, at any given location and
time;

Set is the direction in which the water is moving.

As a general proposition, the more the set is perpendicular to our intended course, the
more it will move the boat off course, and the greater the drift relative to our boat’s
speed, the greater the effect. In times past, navigators and helmsmen had to make com-
plex (and ever changing) calculations to correct for drift and set.

Two: In a sailboat, we also have to worry about “leeway,” which is the tendency
of a sailboat under sail to slip sideways away from the wind. Leeway is zero when
steaming; it is smaller if we are running full at some speed; and it is greater if we are
beating, perhaps slowly and perhaps into some sea. Once again, in times past the Captain
(or at least someone on board) had to correct for leeway in ordering a course to be
steered.

Happily, our chartplotter can do all of this for us for us, and it can do so com-
pletely in the background, so long as we know how to use it. For the moment, the lesson
is this: “bearing” and “course to steer” on a sailboat are almost never the same.

COG. COG is short for “Course Over Ground.” It is sometimes called “CMG” (for
“Course Made Good”), which for present purposes may be taken to be the same thing.6

6 If you want to be hyper-technical, CMG is the historical course actually made good, while COG
is the course actually been achieved over the ground right now. Whenever you see a chartplotter that uses
the CMG terminology, it is actually showing COG, which is why for present purposes we may take them to
be synonymous. In all events, COG is what we want for navigation purposes.
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A chartplotter (or other navigation instrument) that will calculate and show us COG is
worth the investment for this function alone. How come?

OK, say we want to go from Mosher’s Ledge direct to the western start of Woods
Hole Passage. The course we actually want to make good, that is to say, the bearing be-
tween the two points on the chart, is 120°M. So we start by pointing the boat in that di-
rectly. However, there is a bit of current (which we haven’t looked up, and which may or
may not be accurately predicted in the Eldridge for this particular day, even if we had
looked it up), and with the breeze coming out of the SSW, our boat has a bit of leeway
(which we may never have accurately measured for various points of sail, wind strengths,
and boat speeds). That’s a lot we don’t know, but there is one thing that I can tell you
with a 99% certainty: if our helmsman keeps the boat pointed at 120°M, we won’t get to
where that line on the chart would have taken us.

So what do we do? Simple. As soon as we bear off from Mosher’s toward
Woods Hole, we start steering 120°M. At this point, our chartplotter should show a
Bearing of about 120°M and for a moment, it may also show a COG of just about 120°M.
However, very quickly COG will change (in the given hypothetical, it will move north, or
smaller numbers). All our helmsman has to do is to steer a bit to right until COG comes
back to 120°M and stays there, and we’ll end up where we planned. Neato.

One caveat. If we took too much time realizing that we needed a heading correc-
tion to stay on course, we might find that not only did COG more north, but Bearing
moved south (i.e., bigger numbers). So when we make our correction, steer so that COG
equals Bearing. Bingo, we’ll get there.

Moreover, it is about 7 or 8 n. mi. from Mosher’s Ledge to Woods Hole, or more
than an hour sailing in most boats. During this time, and over this distance, the various
factors tending to push the boat off course may change—strike that, they are virtually
guaranteed to change. So we have to change, and possibly keep changing, our course to
steer to follow suit. More calculations? No, just keep COG and Bearing the same and it
will all be done for us by the chartplotter. Neato squared.

How about this: instead of going to Woods Hole, we’re sailing from New Bedford
to Cuttyhunk. Wind is SW more or less. Once we’ve cleared Mosher’s Ledge, we can't
sail directly to Cutty because it is too far upwind, so we’re going to have to suffer the
sailor’s dreaded fate: we’re going to have to tack.

Now, we have a choice. We could make a series of short tacks, or we could stay
on the first tack long enough (“Honey, why aren’t we sailing toward Cuttyhunk?”) until
the second tack would enable us to make the rest of the way to “1E + 2E.” Mathemati-
cally, it is true that the total distance sailed will be the same either way. Politically and in
terms of domestic tranquility that may not be so, and other factors come into play: if we
do the short tacks and the sou’westerly is brisk, we’ll spend more time in more sea than if
we scoot over to the lee of Nashawena. So we elect for the long tacks.
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Which raises the question: when do we tack? Well, on this particular day in this
particular wind, we know that we can point about 180 on the starboard tack and about
270 on the port tack, so ideally we would want to hold the first tack until the course to
make good to the “1E” and “2E” is about 270. More calcs and plotting? No. Let’s just
add a bit for conservatism (and other factors), and hold the first tack until our chartplotter
shows us a Bearing of 275°M to “1E + 2E” and then we tack. Two things happen: #1 is
we get there and #2 the crew is happy. (Particularly if the crew is the one who has to
crank the winches!)

I’d like to say “Neato” again, but that is getting repetitious, so I’ll settle for this:
the COG and Bearing displays are your friend.

SOG. “SOG” stands for “Speed Over Ground.”7 SOG is the mate of COG in that, for a
bunch of reasons including current, leeway, and a few others, the speed the boat is mak-
ing though the water and the speed the boat is making over the ground are seldom the
same.

Unlike COG, SOG is less critical to navigation. It tells us if we’re going to make
it on time to get the hook set before Cocktail Hour, but has no impact on whether we’re
going to get there at all.

VMG. “VMG” is short for “Velocity Made Good.” Unlike SOG, VMG can be useful, at
least to sailors, some of the time.

We’ve all been there. Nice bright day, with a decent breeze or better, but the ul-
timate destination is upwind, and so we’re going to have to tack. Not only do we have
the long tack/short tack issue to resolve, we also have the question of how high to point
on each tack. Crank her in a tad and the point goes higher—while the boat slows down.
Ease her off a hair, and boat speed increases, perhaps dramatically, though you are ex-
posed to more of the “Honey, why aren’t we sailing to” wherever query. The real ques-
tion to ask is this: what is the tradeoff?

VMG can be defined a couple of ways. The way that chartplotters define is the
velocity (or, more precisely, the rate of closure) between the boat and the next waypoint
(the one we can’t head directly to because it is too far upwind). If we point too high,
VMG will decay (perhaps dramatically); as we bear off, VMG will increase to a point
(because of increased boat speed), but if we bear off further, VMG will again decay (be-
cause of the increased distance we’ll have to cover in total). What we want is the opti-
mum point of sail for the lowest VMG.8

7 Like COG, SOG is sometimes labeled in some machines as SMG, and like CMG, this is errone-
ous, since the machine cannot determine SMG, so the terms are being used as synonymous.

8 That is to say, maximum VMG is “what we want” if we want to get to our destination as quickly
as conditions permit. There are some folks who would rather bear off a bit for a rousing good sail, even if
it means taking a bit longer to get to the end. Such folks might take a look at VMG, but they won’t be a
slave to it.
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As with many parameters, at one time this one was subject to complex calcula-
tions, based on a host of factors and usually changing as the voyage progressed. The
VMG function of your chartplotter, happily, will get you to the optimum point of sail (if
you want) without opening a book or picking up a pencil.

A disclaimer before some racer type objects. There is a different definition of
VMG that racer’s worry about: instead of rate of closure to the mark, this other definition
is velocity made good to the true wind. The two definitions yield different results if the
mark is not dead upwind. There are machines that can calculate racing VMG, but they
require good data about apparent wind speed and direction in addition to GPS data on
COG and SOG. Part of the problem is that the numbers that will be displayed on a racing
VMG output will appear to be varying (perhaps wildly), in part because the calculation
changes every time the bow buries itself in a wave. Finding the optimal point for VMG
to the true wind tends to be the another pursuit of the Holy Grail. VMG to the mark, as
calculated by your chartplotter, is inherently more stable and, thus, achievable (again, if
desired).9

Cross-Track Error. If you are sailing along an activated leg, or a leg of an activated
route, and you drift off the straight line between the start and end waypoints, the distance
you are off this line is called “Cross-Track Error,” sometimes denoted “XTE.” XTE is
defined as the length of a line drawn perpendicular to the leg line and through the boat.
Most chartplotters will or can display XTE.

For the most part, I tend not to fixate on this parameter, which is primarily used to
control autopilots. The logic that is built into an autopilot that has access to XTE data is
this: if XTE exceeds some set threshold in one direction, change the course to steer by
some set amount in the other direction until XTE gets back to zero. In theory, and, for
that matter, in practice, keeping XTE within a narrow boundary (whether by having a
machine control the autopilot or by having the navigator issue commands to the helms-
man) is the way to be sure the boat stays on the straight line of the leg.

So why do I tend to relegate XTE to lesser importance? Unless you are sailing
through a narrow channel bounded by scary dangers on either side (such as the legs that
comprise Woods Hole Passage), staying exactly on the leg line is less important than
keeping the boat pointed toward the next mark. An autopilot slaved to XTE doesn’t do
that; in reality it makes a series of zig-zags as ever changing influences tend to knock the
boat off the leg line and the XTE-driven autopilot (or helmsman) makes ever changing
course corrections so as to steer back to the line. The reason for this is that XTE correc-
tions steer to the line as opposed to steering to the mark. Over time, this will increase the
total distance the boat has to sail to get to the destination. In open water, there is no ad-
vantage to this, and you may miss the start of Cocktail Hour.

9 It can be claimed—indeed, it has been claimed—that I’ve been a bit irreverent toward our racing
brethren, and the claim is possibly accurate. For those interested in how racers use VMGWind, see Navas, J.,
“Why VMG Matters: Velocity Made Good is the key to both upwind and downwind performance,”
http://sail.navas.us/why-vmg-matters.html.”
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So use XTE thus: in close quarters, it is important to keep XTE low. In open wa-
ters, the rule of “COG Equals Bearing Will Get You There” will get you there faster.

AIS. In a sentence, AIS (“Automatic Identification System”) is a black box (“trans-
ponder”) that automatically and more or less continuously sends position data (lat/lon,
COG, SOG, Name of Vessel, and other data) to other nearby AIS-equipped vessels, and
receives and processes such data from those vessels. For the most part, AIS systems are
self-contained and separate from chartplotters, and their function has more to do with col-
lision avoidance than with point-to-point navigation. As such, AIS is pretty much outside
the scope of these notes and this program.

However, it is worth noting that most AIS systems have the capacity to export
AIS data, and some laptop-based chartplotter applications have the ability to import AIS
data and display it right on the chart. This makes the AIS data far more intuitively useful
to the navigator, and it enhances the ability of the navigator to integrate course changes
needed to provide ample clearance of other (usually larger) vessels with his own vessel’s
voyage needs.10 As such, adding AIS capability to any chartplotter-equipped boat is
worth considering.

- - - - - - -

Once we have the foregoing terms (and concepts) in hand, it is time to fire up our
machines, become comfortable with what buttons to push and what the screen indications
mean, and marvel at how much of the tedious work it will do for us. Ultimately, knowing
how to use your chartplotter effectively will make your sailing safer, perhaps a bit faster,
and inevitably more enjoyable.

RR.. KK.. GGaadd IIIIII
SS//YY PPRREESSCCIINNDDIINNGG

MMaarrcchh,, 22001155

10 For a couple of illustrations, see Appendix 3.
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AAppppeennddiixx 11:: MMoorree oonn LLaattiittuuddee aanndd LLoonnggiittuuddee

If you accept that the earth is a sphere (more or less), which most folks now do,
and if you feel the need to communicate to another person the location of some point on
the earth, you will need a system of describing such points. Today, there are about two
dozen different “coordinate” systems in use for this purpose by different entities for dif-
ferent applications. Of these (happily), only one is commonly used by maritime naviga-
tors. This is the Latitude and Longitude system (sometimes shortened to “Lat/Lon”).

Latitude is a measure of how far a point may be north or south of a reference;
Longitude is a measure of how far the point is east or west of a reference. Unfortunately,
the construct of latitude and the construct of longitude are different, in ways that matter.

The earth is modeled as a sphere that rotates on an Axis. That axis is a theoretical
line passing through the North and South Poles. The Equator is a circumferential line
formed by the intersection of the surface of the earth and a plane that is (a) perpendicular
to the Axis and (b) located midway between the North and South Poles (i.e., passes
through the center of the earth).

The Latitude of the Equator is Zero Degrees. If you move north or south of the
Equator, you move to a different Parallel of Latitude, where each parallel represents the
intersection of the surface of the earth and another plane that is parallel to the Equator.
The important significance of this model is that a given change of latitude (say, for in-
stance, 10 degrees) always represents the same distance on the surface of the earth. The
range of Latitude runs from 90° North (the geodetic North Pole) to 90° South (the geo-
detic South Pole).

Longitude works a bit differently. The base reference is also the intersection of a
plane that passes through the center of the earth, but this one is parallel to the Axis. “Me-
ridians” of longitude are the intersection of a longitudinal plane and the surface of the
earth. The Prime Meridian runs from the North Pole, through Greenwich, England, to
the South Pole, and is denoted as 0°. All of the other Meridians of Longitude are also
on planes that are parallel to the Axis, and Longitude ranges from the Prime Meridian
east to 180° East and from the Prime Meridiant west to 180° West.

Critically unlike Latitude, intervals of Longitude do not represent the same dis-
tance on the face of the earth at different latitudes. This difference can be visualized by
the illustration below:
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On the equator, one minute of latitude and one minute of longitude are the same, and
each represents one n. mi. However, as you move north or south of the Equator, a minute
of longitude represents less and less distance, until you get to one of the Poles, in which
case it is a theoretical zero. Take another look at the illustration and this will become in-
stantly clear.

Well, then, how much distance does a minute of Longitude represent elsewhere
than on the equator? Well, it turns out that, at any given latitude, one minute of longitude
represents one nautical mile times the “cosine” of the Latitude in question.11 This could
get complicated, but not for those of us who do most of our sailing in or near Buzzards
Bay, where the latitude is within spitting distance of 41°-30' (or 41.5°). The cosine of
41.5° is 0.74896, which we can comfortably round to 0.75, or three-quarters. So, for
anywhere from Block Island to Maine, you are safe at taking one minute of Longitude as
representing just about ¾ of a nautical mile.

Whew!

Quiz Question: Picture yourself, standing (preferably in a bathing suit) somewhere on
the Equator. You are standing perfectly still, or so you think. In fact, because of the rota-
tion of the earth, you are actually moving. How fast? (Answer on the next page—don’t
cheat.)

11 “What is cosine,” you wish to ask? Cosine is the ratio of the length of the base of a right trian-
gle to the length of the hypotenuse of the triangle as the base angle ranges from 0 (cosine = 1) to 90 (cosine
equals zero). See? There actually was a usefulness in all that trigonometry you had to suffer through in
high school.
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Quiz Question Answer: For openers, if you said, “I can’t answer this without knowing
what the circumference of the earth is,” go stand in the corner.

Assuming the necessary stamina to stand in one spot for 24 hours, you would
travel one complete revolution of the earth. This is a total of 360 degrees of longitude.
Or 15 degrees of longitude in one hour. (360 / 24 = 15.) Or 900 minutes of longitude in
one hour. (15 x 60 = 900.) Since you’re on the equator, one minute of longitude equals
one nautical mile. So you’re zipping along at 900 n. mi./hr., which is 900 knots. Hold
onto your hat!12

12 For those interested in numbers, 900 knots equals 1.35 times the speed of sound, and nearly
twice as fast as a 747 at altitude. It also equals 1520 feet per second, which is faster than the velocity of a
.357 Magnum bullet in flight. See? All you have to do to be Superman (“Faster than a speeding bullet”) is
stand on the Equator!

In fact, you don’t have to trek all the way to the Equator. Stand outside The Landfall Restaurant
in Woods Hole (no doubt waiting for a table), and you’re still traveling about 675 knots (about three-
quarters of 900 knots). This is still faster than the 747, just about equal to the speed of sound (at sea level)
and, while perhaps just a tad slower than a .357 Magnum, still faster than a .38 Special and, therefore, still
“faster than a speeding bullet.”

And for those of you standing in the corner, given the definition of a nautical mile, the circumfer-
ence of the earth at the equator is, by definition, 21,600 nautical miles.
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AAppppeennddiixx 22:: RRaasstteerr vvss.. VVeeccttoorr CChhaarrttss

This is a screen shot of a raster chart:

The same area displayed by one type of a vector chart:
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AAppppeennddiixx 33:: AA BBiitt MMoorree oonn AAIISS aanndd tthhee CChhaarrttppllootttteerr

This is not a sales pitch for AIS, though after taking a look, you make be sold.
The images that follow are taken from the OpenCPN manual, so they don’t represent wa-
ters where we sail, but nonetheless they illustrate how AIS can complement a chartplotter
as a recreational navigation tool.

In this screen shot, we are the red boat, and we’re traveling in a channel just a bit west of
due north. The red triangle is a ship, and, at least when viewed from on deck, that ship
appears to be heading right for us. The red line emanating from the bow of the red ship
shows how his COG will plot in the absence of any change of course and speed in the
next six minutes. The two blue balls (one on the red ship’s lay line and one on ours)
show where each of us will be at the time when our vessels get as close to one another as
we’re going to get (“Closest Point of Approach” or “CPA”). As we can see, CPA is quite
wide and (so long as no one changes course or speed), collision risk is not a factor.
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In this image, we are again steaming up a channel, more or less northward. Dead ahead,
and steaming south in the channel, is a big tug and tow. AIS tells us that our CPA is less
than half a mile, which means that we have to pay attention. We will need to change
course to starboard, and we have to do it within (some might say “well within”) 8 min-
utes, which is what our AIS tells us is the time to CPA. However, ten or fifteen degrees
to starboard should enable us to open CPA to about three-quarters of a mile or so, and
we’re going to have to make a change of course to stay in the channel anyhow. Pay at-
tention, but no need to panic.

And, in this scenario, it may be a good idea to contact the tug and at least let him
know we’re watching (and, probably, let him know we intend to alter course to starboard
shortly).13 Instead of keying the mike and hailing “Big tug on my bow,” we can hail him
by name. Much more professional and effective.

A more typical example for those of us who regularly traverse Buzzard’s Bay (but
for which the OpenCPN manual doesn’t provide an illustration) is a tug-and-tow a couple
of miles away whose course is more or less at right angle to ours. We know that we
could compute CPA (approximately) by visually taking and then plotting the relative
bearing to the tug and then doing that again six minutes later, assuming conditions allow

13 Arguably, such a radio communication is required by Rule 34 of the Inland Rules.
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for leisurely plotting and six minutes isn’t too long to wait. Or we could approximate
assessment of the risk by watching the tug where it intersects with our lifelines.14

Typically in such a situation, we’d simply proceed ahead, while keeping a watch-
ful eye on the tug. As the two vessels get within a mile or so of one another, we’d assess
the need to do something. Since we’re the smaller boat, and knowing that course changes
in a big tug with a tow are difficult, prudence coupled with courtesy says we’re going to
be the one who does something. But by the time we conclude something has to be done,
“something” probably means a radical course change, maybe even a tack.

On the other hand, AIS would have given us a reasonably accurate prediction of
CPA much earlier. If the value were such that “doing something” was going to be re-
quired, the “something” could be much less acute—either slipping the sheets a tad or
bearing off a couple of degrees—if we do it now rather than later. Neither of these will
put as much of a dent in our intended progress and arrival time as the more radical
changes that waiting may end up requiring.

If Martha Stewart were a sailor, AIS would be “a good thing.”

14Assuming neither a change of course or speed of the vessels and that we don’t move from our
sighting position, if the tug advances forward on our lifelines, it will pass over our bow and if she slides aft
on our lifelines, we’ll pass over her bow. Unfortunately, the “lifelines test” doesn’t tell us what the clear-
ance distance (i.e., CPA) will be.


